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ABSTRACTThere were some problems in teaching English faced many high school teachers andstudents. Based on the observation in one a senior high school, it was found out someweaknesses in teaching English. Firstly, the teaching process relied on the exercises in thestudent book. Then, the teaching activity was more teacher-centered. Furthermore, theteacher never made development on the materials, which were more challenging. As aresult, the students were not trained to have Critical Thinking. This could be seen whenthe teacher asked questions, they answered using short answer, without any elaboration.The process influenced the ability of their Critical Thinking. Actually, graduates of highschools should be equipped with 4C skills to face the Industrial era 4.0, namelyCollaboration, Creativity, Critical Thinking, and Communication. All teachers can trainthose skills when they teach, including English teachers. Therefore, the objective of theresearch is to answer the question: “How the teaching model Sekawan-P can enhance thestudents’ Critical Thinking in speaking skill?”It was a Lesson Study (LS) program betweenan English teacher and three lecturers. They worked together to solve the problemsmentioned above using this teaching model. They revised the existing lesson plan andmaterials, made improvement, and revised the teaching plan. The results showed thatafter they applied Sekawan-P, the Critical Thinking of the students developed. It can beseen on how they delivered their arguments in speaking skill.
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INTRODUCTIONThe world change very vast because of the industrial revolution 4.0. In this era, theuse of advance information technology cannot be avoided in all aspects of human life.People cannot live without gadget. They share information and other get theinformation quickly from various sources, including from social media. They can accessany information easily. In fact, not all the information is real and true. Many of theinformation are even hoax and unimportant. Therefore, they must be smart and wise toprocess the information.To face the era, students in all school levels must be equippednew skills, which areignored before by many teachers. They do not realize that the skills are really needed.
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According to Zubaidah (2018), to face the Revolution Era 4.0 all the graduates must beequipped with 4C skills, namely Creativity, Collaboration, Critical Thinking, andCommunication. She explains that Creativity is the ability to create innovation or to getnew ways to solve problems. Collaboration means that ones are able to collaborate,adapt with the team, and share the roles to reach the goal. It means that ones can worktogether with others. Critical Thinking is about thinking skill outside the box, and it isallabout how to solve problems. Finally, Communication is skill to express ideas, question,and solution in a good way.Critical Thinking is one of the four C skills that students must have. It is a solvingproblem skill that help the students face the era. Janicek (2006) states:“Critical Thinking is the intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfullyconceptualizing, applying, synthesizing, and/or evaluating information gatheredfrom, or generated by, observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, orcommunication as a guide to belief and action. In its exemplary form, it is based onuniversal intellectual values that transcend subject matter divisions: clarity,accuracy, precision, consistency, relevance, sound evidence, good reasons, depth,breadth, and fairness. It entails the examination of those structures or elements ofthought implicit in all reasoning: purpose, problem, or question ate-issue,assumptions, concepts, empirical grounding; reasoning leading to conclusions,implication and consequences, objection from alternative viewpoints, and frame ofreference”.Based on the quotation above, Critical Thinking is process and ability used tounderstand a concept, apply, synthesize, and evaluate information one gets or produces.Ones can filter the useful information because not all information can be accepted andused as knowledge and guidance for their life. In short, teachers should train anddevelop students Critical Thinking.Another definition of Critical Thinking is proposed by Baharal (2008) inBrookhart (2010) who stated that Critical Thinking  is “artful thinking”, which includesreasoning, questioning and investigating, observing and describing, comparing andconnecting, finding complexity, and exploring viewpoints. It means that CriticalThinking is integrated skills before someone makes an important decision based onmany considerations.Ideally, English teachers provide a series activity so that the students have CriticalThinking. The activities here are learning activity in the classroom when they studyEnglish. Through the activities students use to identify problems: what the real problemis, why the problems happen, what the alternative solutions are, which one is the best
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solution, and why it is the best solution. They may teach those abilities by applying ateaching model in which the students can practice their Critical Thinking.Based on the previous observation done by the writers in a senior high school,there were some problems in classroom of a senior high school.  First, the teachinglearning in the classroom was based on teacher-centered activities in which the Englishteacher dominated the hours during the teaching and learning process. The teachergave more explanation on the materials, and after she finished giving explanation, sheasked the students to do the exercises in the book. As a result, some students did notpay attention to the class. Furthermore, the activity focused on written activity. Thestudents did the exercises found in the book. The teacher gave very little feedback andnever trained them to give reasons if she gave problems. They were not familiar withCritical Thinking activity during the English lesson.Realizing the facts, the writers joined in Lesson Study (LS) program team. Theytried to find the best solution in order to improve the quality of teaching and learning.They applied Sekawan-P to enhance the students’ Critical Thinking in speaking skill.This model developed by the team involved in this research, which consists fourpersons. Three of them are the lecturers who teach at English Education Department,Universitas Nusantara PGRI Kediri. The other one is an English teacher of SMAN1Kediri. The name comes from Javanese word sekawan which means four Ps. So,
Sekawan-P is PPPP:Pemilihanmateri (selecting materials), Perencanaan(planning),
Pengembangan (developing), and Penyajian (presenting).

Sekawan-P is adapted from Project Based Learning. It is an instructional approach,to provide students opportunity to develop their knowledge and skills by creatingchallenging projects. During the process of completing the products, they engageprojects set around challenges and problems they may face in real world.The first step of Sekawan-P is selecting materials. It means the teacher makesadaptation on the materials. S/he select suitable product for the learning outcomeformulated in the lesson plan. The next is selecting the materials. In this phase, theteacher provides topics that the students may select, or they may have their own topic.After that, the students do in groups to design a product that they are going to presentlater. They have to divide the roles of each individual. At the same time, they havediscussion talking about how to have the best product. Finally, they have to present
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their product in front of the class. They will get feedback from both the teacher andtheir peers.Realizing the facts above, this research was carried out to find out the CriticalThinking of the students in speaking skill were enhanced through Sekawan-P. Theobjectives of the research are to describe and explain: 1) the application of teachingmodel Sekawan-P to enhance Critical Thinking of the students in speaking skill, and 2)the students’ Critical Thinking Ability after following teaching model Sekawan-Pthrough Lesson Study program.
METHODThis research is a descriptive study that adopts the step in Lesson Study (LS). LSis more than studying instructional materials and developing useful lessons (Wang-Iverson and Yoshida, 2015).  Zahroh and Wardani (2011) state the aim of LS is toimprove the quality of teaching and encourage students’ thinking processes, help themdevelop mental image for solving problems and understanding topic, and expand thoseskills and abilities. In other words, LS is collaborative activities among teachers orlecturers to find solution of the problem of teaching and to improve the quality ofteaching.The writers worked together with one English teacher at SMAN 1 Kediri as ateam in LS program. Through this program, they collaborated to identify problems inthe class, discussed the best solution, and evaluated the activity. The research wascarried out in SMAN 1 Kediri. The subjects of the research were the four classes ofeleventh grade students. Each class consists of 32 students. The team involved in thisresearch were three lecturers and one teacher. One lecturer played a role as a teachermodel. She was a lecturer of English Education Department of Universitas NusantaraPGRI Kediri. The other two lecturers and one English teacher took parts ascollaborators. The steps of carrying out the research followed the ones proposed byLewis (2002) who stated that in each cycle there are three main stages; they are Plan,

Do, and See. The team decided to do LS in three cycles. First, they did observation in XIIPA1.  They identified the problems in teaching English faced by the teacher and thestudents. Then, they planned to do something for the first open class. They maderevisions on the lesson plan. After that the first cycle was done. At the end of the cyclethey always made revision on the almost all aspects of teaching, such as developing the
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materials, changing the way to manage the class, and improving the classroominteraction. The flow of the LS can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The Flow of LS

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONThe writers presents the results of the research, which is divided into threeparts. They are the application of teaching model Sekawan-P, the students’ CriticalThinking, discussion.
The Application of Sekawan-PBefore the writers explains how Sekawan-P was implemented in the class, itwould be presented how the Lesson Study was carried out. There were three phases inone cycle of Lesson Study program, namely Plan, Do, and See. The first thing to dobefore Plan, the team did preliminary study. The objective was to find out the problemshappened in the English class faced by the teacher and the students. After they foundout the problems, they discussed to find the solution in Plan phase. They revised theexisting Lesson Plan Made by the real teacher by developing materials, selectinginteresting activities, and the way to assess the students’ progress. The next activity was
Do. The teacher model applied the results of discussion in the previous activity (Plan).The other two lecturers and the real teacher observed the teaching-learning process bytaking notes the good and the bad things. The last activity was See. The team discussedthe results of the teaching and tried to identify the weaknesses. They used the feedbackto make the improvement for the next cycle.

Sekawan-P has two steps; they are preparation and implementation. Inpreparation, the teacher assisted by the collaborators formulated the teaching objectiveand its indicators. Then, they made a list of topics, which the students had to choose.
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The topics here had connection with the material: ’Asking and Giving Opinion’. Here arethe examples of the topic: a) You fall in love with someone, but s/he loves someone else,b) Online Transportation, c) Body shaming, d) Going to Padang Restaurant or Up-normal Café?”. The reason why the team decided to choose those topics because theywere familiar with the students. The team designed the project as the learning outcomethat the students had to make with their group. The project that the students had toperform was a role-play in groups. The team prepared the expressions that the studentsneeded when they had to perform. The last, the team prepared the scoring rubric toassess the students’ performance.The next step is implementation in the classroom. This step is divided into fourphases. The first phase was selecting materials. In the first phase, the teacherintroduced the objectives of the teaching and the project that they had to create andpresent at the end of the class. The teacher asked the students to do in groups of fourstudents. Before the students did the assignment, the teacher gave the model of theproduct using video. She asked the students to observe the video to identify the aspectsincluded in the product. After they understood what they had to do, the teacher askedthem to choose one of the topics in the list. They may use their own topic as long as itwas still relevant with the materials.The second phase is planning. The teacher model informed the steps of doing theproject and the time allocation. Based on the topic they chose, they started to design theproject. The students discussed about the project with their friends in their groups. Theproject was that they had to perform role-play in front of the class.The next, they came to the developing phase. The students collaborated withtheir peers in their groups to create the project. They discussed the story of the role-play, so each member of the group had different role. They involved in discussion aboutwho asked the suggestion and who gave the suggestion. They also discussed thesentences and expressions they used. They practiced to perform the role-play.In thethird phase, the teacher monitored each group to know whether they had problems ornot. After she knew that most of the groups are ready to perform, she invited somegroups to present the projects in front of the class. The objective was to monitor thestudents’ progress and to know whether they had the Critical Thinkingthrough thequality of their reasons.
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The last phase was presentation. In this phase, the teacher model asked all of thegroups to give presentation in turn. During the presentation, the teacher assessed thestudents’ Critical Thinking. She also made some notes for the feedback. The students,who did not give presentation, observed and made some notes in checklist given by theteacher.  At the end of the class, the teacher and the students discussed on the strengthsand weaknesses on their project.
The Students’ Critical ThinkingIn each cycle, the model teacher and the observers assessed the Critical Thinkingwhen the students performed speaking. They developed the scoring rubric to measurestudents’ Critical Thinking. Students will 4 if they are able to give opinion and providethree considerations or reasons. They will get 3 if they are able to give opinion andprovide two considerations or reasons. They will get 2 if they are able to give opinionand provide one consideration or reason. They will get 1 if they are able to give opinionwithout consideration or reason.At the end of every open class (Do phase) the teacher assessed the students’progress, especially their Critical Thinking. The Critical Thinking of the studentsimproved gradually. Table 1 presents the results of the assessment.Table 1. Results of Students’ Critical Thinking in Open Class

Score Number of student
1st OC

Number of student
2nd OC

Number of student
3rd OC4 - 2 33 3 7 72 19 16 161 10 7 6Total 32 32 32Average Score 1,78 2,12 2.21

Table 1 above shows the results of the score in Open Class (OC).In the first openclass (first cycle), the average score of the students’ Critical Thinking skills was 1,78.There were 3 students who got score 3, 19 students got 2, and 10 students got 1. Basedon the scoring rubric the criteria of the score was most of the students had alreadygiven opinion on the problem the discussed, but 10 students only gave no reason, 19students gave one reason, and 3 students gave 2 reasons.
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Their critical developed. It could be seen in the average scores of the 2nd and 3rdOC. The average score in the second open class was 2,12 and the average score in thethird open class was 2,21. In the 2nd OC, 7 students did not gave reason, 16 studentsgave one reason, 7 students gave two reasons, and 2 students gave 3 reasons. In the 3rdOC, 6 students did not gave reason, 16 students gave one reason, 7 students gave tworeason, and 3 students gave three reasons. From the data, it can be concluded that theCritical Thinking of the students improved after the teacher and the team developed thematerials, selected the classroom activity. The teacher followed the steps in Sekawan-P.
DiscussionThe Critical Thinking skill of the students can be observed and seen. Theindicators of the skills are that they could analyze, evaluate, and create. First, studentshave Critical Thinking skill in speaking if they can analyze a problem given. It meansthat they are able to identify the problems given. In speaking skill, they can expresswhat problems dealing the topics they choose from various points of view.Here are some examples of the students’ critical thinking.1. One group in Class XI-IPA 3 chose the topic “You fall in love with someone, buts/he loves someone else”. Student A asked to Student B that he had a problem.He fell in love with someone, but she loved someone else. He asked what heshould do. Student B answered that love was beautiful, it was painful. If he lovedto someone, but the girl did not give response, he could leave her. He stated tworeasons. First, he was still young, so he should focus to reach his goal of life.Second, there were thousands girls waited for him. She was not the only girl. Hecould get more intelligent and beautiful one.2. One group in Class XI-IPA 4 discussed about “Going to Padang Restaurant or Up-normal Café?” Student C asked to Student D and Student E: “Where should we goafter this, to Padang Restaurant or Up-normal Café?” Student D answered that itwas better to go Padang Restaurant, as she did not have much money and therewere a lot of menus they could choose. Besides, the place was close to the school.Student E preferred to go to Up-Normal Café with some reasons. The first reasonwas the place was comfortable and instagramable. It was the right place foryoung people like them. They could take pictures and uploaded them in their
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Instagram. The choice of menu was varied, although the price was moreexpensive.3. One group in Class XI-IPA 5 talked about Online Transportation.Student F asked to student G about the trend that many students preferred to usethis mode transportation. Student G gave his opinion that using onlinetransportation gave advantages disadvantages. He explained the advantageswere they did not have to buy a motor cycle which meant they had to thinkprovide money. Then, they never thought about the fuel, and they felt safebecause they were spared from theft. One of the disadvantages was that he couldnot go anywhere, as he had to pay more. He also admitted, although he could notgo hanging around with his friends, he could focus going to one place only.From the three examples above show that the Critical Thinking of the studentsimproves. The first example shows that the student can identify the problem. He hasalready analyzed and evaluated by giving two reasons for his suggestion. Example 2shows the two students more elaborated their reasons by giving the positive andnegative sides. In example 3. Student F and Student G discussed about onlinetransportation. Student G compared the problem of using the mode transportation withpersonal transportation, in this case motor cycle, from economic and safety points ofview. He thought about the positive things of using the mode in term of how muchmoney he spent for this mode comparing using his own motor car. Besides, using thismode was safer.From the example above, the students’ Critical Thinking in speaking skill can beseen from their opinions. In this case, the students are able to analyze, evaluate, andmake the best solution or choice. Besides, they are able to evaluate comparing theproblems from various points of view.  They are able to choose the right solution basedon their evaluation. Finally, they can give the best suggestion. Those ideas are in linewith Baharal (2008) in Brookhart (2010) who stated that Critical Thinking includesreasoning, questioning and investigating, observing and describing, comparing andconnecting, finding complexity, and exploring viewpoints.Besides, to train Critical Thinking of the students, English teachers should applyteaching strategies, including developing materials and learning activities. Developingmaterials, in this case, is by selecting the up-to-date topics that the students are familiarand interested in. Learning activities are activities that engage them to develop and
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practice to use English for communication in context. The activities promote themactively participated, beginning from deciding topics which are suitable with theirinterest, planning an investigation activity, conducting an investigation to seeenvironmental problems, presenting report, discussing the problems in the class, andproviding solution to the problem. Those things will stimulate their Critical Thinking.The idea is line with Romanowski and Nasser (2012) who state that Critical Thinking isability that students can learn. When teachers often train them, they become goodcritical thinkers.As mentioned above that Sekawan-P is adopted from Project Based Learning. Theresults of the research proved that this teaching model could help the students to traintheir Critical Thinking. This finding supports the previous researches by Ellis (2004),Patton (2012), and Nurhajati (2016) who stated that Project Based Learning givesexperience students to solve a problem by sharing and discussing with their peer. Theexperience is very useful for them to face the real problems happened surround themand help them to get better Critical Thinking.
CONCLUSIONAll school graduates must have Critical Thinking skill. It is one of the skillsneeded to face the Industrial Era 4.0. Teachers can train this skill by applying a teachingmodel called Sekawan-P. This teaching model proves that it helps the English teacher doa sequence of teaching steps. The steps are selecting materials, planning, developing,and presenting. By following the steps, the teacher can make a good preparation andcontrol the classroom activity to improve the Critical Thinking of the students. Realizingthe process of the research and the findings, it is recommended for English teachers tomake some innovation, including the teaching model. One of the suggested models is
Sekawan-P.
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